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Pools – assurance to both site 
management and constructors
Both new pool projects and renovation of pools see 
a current boost throughout Scandinavia these years. 
Alfix is involved in many of these projects and most 
recently, Vildbjerg Sports- og Kulturcenter in Herning 
has been successfully completed.

The site manager states:

”We have experienced an excellent co-operation with Alfix 
on the Vildbjerg project in terms of replacement of tiles in 
the pool. Professional focus has been kept and Alfix has 
been most helpful with technical support and guidance. 
Given this experience, Alfix is likely to be invited to join 
future pool projects at an earlier stage – from the time of 
specification and supervision - in order to benefit from the 
company’s vast pool experience”, says Jørgen Hermann 
Damsbo, constructing architect from ÅF Buildings Denmark.

Responsible constructional advisory before, during and after 
a building project constitutes the core service which Alfix 
aims to deliver to each and one of its business partners 
and, hence, Alfix really appreciates the intention to increase 
the future involvement of the company, so Carsten Schultz, 
Head of Technical Advisory Dep. at Alfix.

The operating tiler fixer shares his experience from the 
same building project:

”The co-operation with Alfix in Vildbjerg has been excellent 
from start to finish. Speaking as operating tile fixer, it 
has been crucial to have Alfix along right from the very 
first construction meeting, and every step of the way the 
dialogue has been fine. When collaborating with Alfix, 
a suitable solution is always found due to their solid 
experience within tile fixing and pools. A fact that safe 
guards both owner and us, being the contractor”, explains 
Lars Gade, Master builder and co-owner of Børge Lind & 
Sønner A/S.

A dialogue-based, solution-oriented and trusting co-
operation between the various parties forms the foundation 
for a good and lasting result to everybody’s satisfaction. 
It pleases Carsten Schultz to learn that both contractor 
and owner felt safe and assured during the whole process 
as assurance is the number one purpose of the Alfix pool 
system including technical support.
 

Similar to other Scandinavian pool projects involving Alfix, the 
following products have been used for Vildbjerg Sports- og 
Kulturcenter:
• Alfix PlaneMix S40 – pool and concrete repair mortar
• Alfix 2K Sealing Membrane
• Alfix ProFix – fleksible tile adhesive
• Alfix CeraFill 18 resistant – high-strength grout
• Alfix C2 Epoxy Grout

Vildbjerg Sports- og Kulturcenter



Another beautiful home painted with Alfix 
facade paint!
This exclusive functionalist home has just been painted with white 
Alfix DuraDec 8000SR, a facade paint based on silicone resin.

The owner requested a durable, maintenance low paint as the existing 
facade paint failed to meet these requirements. The old facade had 
soon been attacked by algae growth and dirt.
Alfix DuraDec 8000 SR offers a durable facade with a life of up to 20 
years before any retreatment is required. Furthermore, it is extremely 
resistant to algae and other contamination. The paint is developed 
and produced at our factory in Kolding. A thoroughly tested Danish 
product – a perfect match for the constantly changeable Danish 
climate.
The paint is very diffusion open and available in a broad range of colours.
Read more. 

EM in Budapest - SKILLS
In Denmark the national winner of the Danish Championship in SKILLS, Samuel 
Birk Axelsen from the company Lund & Staun A/S, prepares for the coming 
EuroSKILLS for trades.  

The young skilled tile fixer also prefers Alfix for his everyday work:
”Alfix offers superb products. When I use Alfix from start to finish – from primer to elastic 
sealant – I get a result that matches, which is less but perfect”.

We really appreciate Samuel’s praising words. EM in Skills takes place in Budapest, 
Hungary from 26. to 28. September 2018, and Samuel participates as national winner 
from the Danish SKILLS championship in wall and floor tiling.

As main sponsor of the Wall and Floor Tiling trade at DM, EM and VM in SKILLS we look 
forward to following the young Danish talent seen in all white on the photo. Samuel is 
here participating in a training camp with other young skilled talents in Copenhagen 
earlier this summer. Since 2011, Alfix has been main sponsor at the SKILLS competitions.

See this television piece from August about the skilled tile fixer: 
https://www.tv2nord.dk/artikel/flisemurer-goer-sig-klar-til-em-jeg-taenker-paa-traene-
hele-tiden

Alfix DuraDec 8000 SR
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Would you like to join the club?
Tile fixer’s club – Alfix Pro Club now opens for registration to the next 
arrangement.

Pro Club was successfully launched in May 2018. The club operates as network of 
professional tile fixers and provides via meetings and ongoing dialogue between Alfix and 
the members a professional forum for exchange of technical trade know-how in the field 
of e.g. tile fixing and facades. Submission of news is by mail or within a closed Facebook 
group – for Pro Club members only.

The next Pro Club meeting held at Alfix in Kolding is now open for registration. The 
meeting takes place on Friday 2. November 2018, and one of the main themes will be 
“large-sized tiles” and how to face the obvious challenges of application.

For registration - press here.


